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Perch Fishing Now In June

Dave, Shawn, Tylor and Wendy Phellps of North Lake, Ill. Photo by Perch
Guide John Andrew.
BY JOHN ANDREW
The big perch are biting now and
with the early ice out across most of
the mid western states this year,
spawning took place way ahead of
schedule for all fish species. It’s not
just the walleye we should focus on
this spring and summer, the perch
are also on the bite now and they
are feeding very aggressively.
Fishing the drop offs, including
slow moving current areas and the
new weed growth is very productive
for us.
Using small crappie minnows in
conjunction with a 1/16-ounce jig,
casting out, allowing the jig to sink
a few feet and then starting a slow
retrieve is a good method for boating several of these tasty fish.
A slip bobber with a 1/8-ounce
split shot weight and a No. 6
Aberdeen Mustad short shank,
wide gap hook, with a crappie minnow, is my second go-to method.
I would like to explain the
details of these two very effective
methods, these details are called
the critical concepts and I will be
getting into these deeper details on
all articles and postings from now
on.
We use super line on all rods and Gail Carrnor of Rockford, Ill. Photo by
reels. Berkley Fire Line in the Perch Guide John Andrew.
smoke color is my personal favorite.
No, not because they give me line or
difference or see the slightest movement
other free products, but because of the at your rod tip, set the hook. This will
pure quality, sensitivity, cast ability and help you understand when the very inilack of memory.
tial bite takes place. You will catch more
Casting a small jig and minnow com- fish and not hook them deeply.
bination with four-pound Berkley Fire
The color of our jig does at times make
Line and a six-foot long, ultra light rod the difference of catching a few fish to
and reel is very easy and very effective sometimes catching a lot of fish. Color is
for this technique. When you have your important, make no mistakes about it.
perch located, cast a long distance and Ask any bass pro and he or she will sit
engage your real quickly, pick up any you down for an hour just talking about
slack the wind may have created, then color on plastic baits or crankbaits. Each
count your bait down between five and lake is different in water color and some
15 seconds, depending how deep you are very different. This makes a big difwant to present your bait. Then when ference in color preference. You will need
retrieving your bait, real slowly, put just to experiment and find out which color
enough pressure on the line and lure so works best for you. Try these favorites:
you can feel the slightest tap or increased chartreuse, orange, blue, dark green,
pressure on your line. As you retrieve dark plain lead, pink and glow-in-theback to the boat, you must reel slowly. dark.
When the tap or increased pressure
Slip bobbers come in a variety of coldevelops on your sense of feel and touch, ors, shapes and sizes. We use the threeset the hook—never wait for a second or inch size. There’s no need for bigger verthird tap—also, don’t wait until your rod sions; the smaller ones are less windstarts bouncing around with the fish resistant and cast just fine. Also, detecthooking itself. When you feel the subtle
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ing the strike can be easier.
Drifting with these bobbers
out in place on the water is a
good method, although, the
wind needs to be gentle.
Anchoring can be the best
method to work the bobbers.
Take note: be very gentle
when lowering your anchor
not to spook the fish. Once
you have located the fish, they
can become very aggressive
after you have been there for
20 minutes or longer. Why?
Perch are aggressive by
nature. Similar to a bluegill,
they are very competitive.
That’s why there are times
you will see several perch
chasing your bait back to the
boat. The perch will bite closer and closer to the boat, providing you are fishing for
them with several bobbers out
on the water. There will be
times when the fish will bite
directly under the boat. This
is when your day will be very
exciting.
Fishing the deep weeds
really can be a great pattern
for several days in a row and
Mike Freedmon of Chicago Ill. Photo by Perch even for several weeks in a
row. You may have to go to
Guide John Andrew.
different locations on the
same lake with similar depth
and similar weeds, but they
will be there day after day.
OK, so you found them.
Surprisingly, you will need to
take very good shoreline
markings or better yet, use
your G.P.S., because at times
these fish are very tightly
bunched together; and to get
back to the action the next
day or the next weekend you
will need to be precise on
your location.
Remember, with the
slip bobber, set all your slipknots to the depth most productive, and hold on because
most of the fish will be
together. This technique can
work better than the jig, as
the jig will snag the weeds
after each cast and retrieve.
Eventually this will spook the
school of perch causing you to
have to lift your anchor
again, which brings up a lot
of mud, decaying weeds, silt,
debris and other aquatic food
the perch will feed on instead
of your bait.
John Andrew, expert
guide, is the owner of The
Angler’s Choice Guide Service
LLC from Vilas County, Wis.
He can be reached at 715-892Brent Peterson, Milwaukee, Wis. Photo by Perch 3020 or email him johnanGuide John Andrew.
drew@centurytel.net.

Create The Complete Vilas, Iron & Oneida
Counties Northern Wisconsin Vacation With

John Andrew

715-892-3020 – 715-686-2012
johnandrew@centurytel.net

Service includes:

Pick-up and drop-off. All equipment including all rods, reels,
hooks and fish cleaning & packing. Fully equipped 2011 Lund
20’10” Pro Guide Series boat, 2011 125 hp Mercury Optimax
tiller motor, dual Minn Kota trolling motors, Lowrance HDS8
depthfinders with structure scan & broadband sounder.

(One book available)

Driftboats

$19.95

$10.00

By Dan Alsup
Enjoy the thrills of a driftboat. Hear the
roar of white water while surrounded by
the beauty of a raging cascade stream,
feel the zing of your fishing reel as it sings
the fish-on song; or relax in the peaceful
solitude of a quiet wilderness river pool.

To order call: 1-800-606-3474 And have your credit card ready!

John Andrew
• Licensed & insured
• 38 years fishing experience
• 2 documented Fresh Water
World Records
• Fresh Water Fishing Hall of Fame
• 3 Outstanding Angler
Achievement Awards
• Captains License

Full Day (up to 10 hrs.) $255
Half Day (up to 6 hrs.) $175
(BAIT EXTRA)

Welcome: Serious Anglers,

Couples, and Children for fishing
Shore Lunch - $15 per person
Box Lunch - $10 per person

No fish...
no pay!
Guaranteed!
Walleye
Bass
Crappie
Trout
Panfish
Northern Pike
Musky (not guaranteed)

